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Draft Versions of the Consultant's 1979 Interim Reports 

Notwithstanding that the Device Teams were working o the same reporting 
date as the Consultants, it was hoped that satisfactory final Consultant's 
reports agreed to by the Device Teams could be produced for 1 December 1979. 
In the event, the Consultants are still receiving a continuing flow of 
reports and new information, and there is no poss ibility that the reports 
now being submitted to W.E. S.C . can be final presentations of the positions 
of devices and Device Teams at 30 November. In particular information 
relating to costing for some dev ices has only been made available in the 
second half of November, and the assimilation and reporting on this is having 
to be done in less time than is properly required . The reports are therefore 
submitted as drafts with the intention that continuing discussion should 
lead to final versions early in 1980. 

E. T.S.U. will be informed immediately of any significant changes of content 
or emphasis that may have a bearing on progranrrne related recommendations 
du e to be made by E.T.S.U. and W.E .S.C. 

30 November 1979 
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SillWiARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Direc tion of Activity during 1979 

The Submerged Cylinder Wave Energy Device was only conceived in 1975. 
Fundamental work continued at Bristol University until in 1978 work was 
sufficiently advanced and a proposal was submitted to WESC. The Team has 
only been formed for one year and in that time has submi tted two reports , 
an Interim Report in June 1979 and the Fina l Report i n October 1979. 

The object of the Interim Report was to examine a number of power take
of f conceptions and to define other problem areas. The Final Report was 
to take the device through to reference design status, having selected a 
pre f erred power take off option. The Team has thus achieved a great deal 
in a short time. 

Developments of the Device Design dur i ng 19 79 

During the year the Device Team has tarried out a · well balanced programme 
with tank testing 1 d by the University group and engineering development 
by McAlpine and Humphrey and Glasgow . Tank test ing both in the narrow tank 
and in the Edinburgh wide tank has shown that the cylinder behaves well in 
all r espects and has provided sufficient evidence fo r pre liminary conclusions 
to be drawn. The tests provided a broad spec trum of conditions and the re
sults although not de tail ed are sufficient to indicate· the direction and need 
f or f ur thPr t Ps ting Th 0 selected design has been engineered and costP.d, but 
due ro the condens d time scale much optimi~ation ~nd refinemenr is still 
possible and some parts of the device must be considered as a first try. 

The selec t ed design comprises a simple buoyant concrete cylinder, 12m 
diameter x 50m long , constrained to hav 3 .0m submergence by chain moorings 
anchored to the s ea bed. The pref rr d anchorages at present are tension 
piles. The power take-off is par t of the moorings and consists of simple 
hi gh pressure water pumps feedin g into a sea bed pressure main, which in 
t urn leads to a turbine mounted on a converter platform. High pressure 
nitrogen accumulators and hydraulic rams provide the "springs" in the sys t em 
to make the pump doubl e acting and also perm±t tuning of the device. The 
basic concept of a sea bed powe r take 0fi has r.o t char:[e<' tl: erefnre, but thl:: 
part:tular system selecte.d so far may well be changed in later designs. The 
Device Team has deliberately s e t out to us e only currently available tech
nology for their fi rs t reference design. 

Device Team Costing 

Costing has been carri d out by the norma l procedures of contractors, within 
the limitations of the preliminary nature of the design. Th ere has not yet 
been any a tt empt to estima t e the savings that migh t be ob t ained from radi
cally new me thod s of production or cl sign . Sever al major items (piling, 
pressure mains, concrete cylinder ) cost cl in this way by the Team have been 
es tima t ed at very much lower prices by another team who have investigated 
the benef its of mass produc tion . The Consul ants feel tha t even on current 
costing exper i ence as much as 20% could r asonably be deducted from the 
Device Team ' s cost . 

Th output side of the Tam ' s quation is likewise like l y t o pro e conser
vative in the sense th a t it i s based on enough testing to establ ish test 
ffic i encies but with very little work don to exp lore optimi sation or the 

pot ential gains t o be made from intelligent power t ake off . 

- 5 -



These t wo factors combine to sugges 
have mor.e potential for improvement 
costed this year. 

that the costs indicated by the Tea,m 
than perhaps any of the other devices 

I 
I 

The Team estimate the cost of power to be in the range 6 ,7 to 11.4 pence./k'Whr. 

1 The Consultants estimate the cost of power, based on the Team's co~ting and 
the Consultants' produc t ivity, to be 14.6 pencP/kW.hr. 

The fundamental reason f or the dif ference between the Team's and Consultants• 
cost figures is due to the productivity factors adopted . The Consultants have 
taken factors i n line wi th other devices, but the factors under discussion are: I 

(i) the directionality factor, wh ich the Team cons ider ha.s 
already been incorporated in their productivity and for 
which the Team consider the Consultants have applied a 
further factor of 0 .78. 

I 

(ii) the C9nsultants have used a reliability factor of 0.82. 
The Team is considering this. 

(iii) the Consultants have applied a digital spectrum correc
tion factor of 0 . 91 as for all other devices. 

The Consultants consider that the Team's costing has. been most conservative. 
In addition, the work on capture efficiency is still preliminary and the 
Consultants feel that considerable development is possible which will pro
bably result in an improved capture efficiency. These two factors combined 
lead the Consultant$ to the conclusion that the cost of power will readily 
be revised to come within the range quoted by the Team. 

Utilisation of Natural Resource 

Based upon the Consultants' productivity calculations, the number of devices 
required to deliver 0.50GW mean annual power to the grid is 1134. 

Excluding any allowance for special gaps between devices to permit the pas
sage of shipping, the length of coastline required to deploy this number of 
devices is 68.0 km. The spacing between adjacent devices is lOm. 

Rated power is a less satisfactory criterion since it is a measure of plant 
installed and not of power delivered. At present rated power the number of 
devices required for a power station of 2GW rated capacity is 930. This 
would utilise 55.8 km of coastline. 

It should be noted that the above figures relate to a station centred on 
South Uist and that they would not necessarily apply to a station sited 
elsewhere . 

Conclusions 

(1) The preceeding paragraphs on the Team's costing indicate that this 
device is starting out at solid cost figures similar to those that 
other devices have only achieved after fairly extensive testing and 
·design . On cost grounds the device must be considered well worth 
further in-depth investigation. 

(2) The cylinder has demonstrated some inherently good survival charac
teristics. It behaves in a stable manner in severe seas, with a 
very marked natural fall-off in power. Its location below the sur
face is seen to be a benefit. 

(3) The only 'hinge' articulations are between the mooring rode and the 
cylinder and the mooring rode and the anchorage. This 'hinge' is 
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(4) 

counnon to all floating devices, although the forces and angular 
movement vary. 

The primary body interacting with the sea is the simplest and 
smallest in the progranune. The body is cheap to make, inherently 
strong and prone to survive. 

(5) The location of the power take-off on the sea bed has advantages 
and disadvantages. It does remove a vulnerable link in the power 
chain (device to seabed flexible power line) . If a long life reli~ 
able unit can be developed then a _seabed location could be a plus 
point . 

(6) The most difficult area for survival is like y to be the shock 
loading on the moorings in high s eas. The present de sign only 
allows about one metre of additional comp liance in the mooring/ 
power take-off between the end of the normal f ull working stroke 
of 3m and the "end stop" at 4m. Furthermore , t he present design 
does not prevent the moorings from going slack in a severe sur
vival sea. This whole area will need a grea t deal of thought and 
ingenuity, but solutions should be forthcoming. 

(7) The tube pump has recently be en introduced into the wave energy 
programme by other device teams. If it works, and there is some 
optimism that it might, then this device may adopt it with real 
advantage. It could produce a cheap power take-off and solve the 
end stop problem on the moorings. 

(8) Fatigue may prove to be a design problem f or t he rodes and rode 
connections. Forces ar h igh over a very broad fatigue spectrum. 

(9) The device power take-off could be built tomorrow. 

(10) Overall - This device combines promising cost indications with 
several t echnical advant ages . There is a great deal of work to be 
done but this device is seen to have a potential well worth further 
investigation. 

- 7 -



INTRODUCTION 

Last year, due to the lack of time for many of the Device 
Teams to advance their work to an adequate stage, it was necessary 
for the Consultants themselves to generate much of the information 
required for their report . The basic work included the development 
of reference designs from i nformation supplied by the tea~s to a 
degree of detail sufficient for quantities to be taken off and 
for productivity to be assessed and the cost of power to be calculated. 

This. yeax., the Device Te2!!1S are -responsible for the reference 
designs with the Consultants commenting upon the schemes · and the 
data presented. · 

The !tage of development reached by the various Device 
Teams differs widely due to the varying starting dates and resources. 
In addition, the philosophy adopted by the Device Teams in their 
approach to presentation leads to differing emphases or degrees of 
optimism when considering the data available to them. The 
Consultants feel that it is an important part of their task to 
cormnent on devices from a com:non ·standpoint and in particular to 
differentiate between the facts established by the Teams and the 
ideas and hypotheses ~hich they introduce to complete their 
presentations . 

In v iew of this, it was cons idered essential to establish 
the scope and degree of development of the various key aspects 
related to each device. 

The first section of this report sets out to present the 
full range of information available to the Consultants, together 
with its status as judged by its suitability and degree of 
completeness for incorporation in the developoent of a reference 
design which can be assessed and costed. 

The second part of this report contains the Consultants 1 

appraisal of the infornation, discussetl uncle= the most significant 
headings. 

In order to avoid contention, this report 1n draft form 
has been discussed with the Device Team. There is no disagreement 
as regards the extent and status of the inforcation oace available 
to the Consultants and, except where specifically noted, the 
Consultants' appraisal has been generally accepted. · 

THIS REPORT IS TO BE READ IN CONJTj~,;crro~ WITH TEE 
DEVICE TEA:1' S R.r..rORTS . TEE CO:>iSli"T..Tk'ffS p_.~,VE );QT 
REPRODUCED THE. DEV ICE TEAHS DRA~IT~!GS L\; THIS REPORT. 
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PART 1 AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION 

1.1 Drawings 

The drawings prepared by the Device Team are in various stages 
of development and the table below indicat s the status of the drawings 
received. It re:lates t o the major elements of ·he device. 

The drawings have been ea tegor ised in accordance with t he f ol
lowing definiti ons: 

Preliminary Sketches 

Devices which are at an early ·stage of d velopmen may only be 
at the st~e where small scale preliminary sketches are practicable due 
to the fact that ideas are rapidly changing and sizes not finally deter
mined . 

Conceptual Drawings 

Drawings indicating in broad out line the Device Team's proposals 
for the device as a whole or for specific elements, features plant, fit 
tings, systems, etc . , where the Team has not yet developed its ideas to 
the extent that the subject can be costed in a conventional way. 

Outline Drawings 

Drawings of a general o specific nature , not fully d i mensioned 
or detailed, but providing adequate information to enable costs to be 
assessed with a reasonable degree of reliability. 

Subjects covered by Drawings 

Subject or Title 

General Arrangement 

Structure of Cylinder 

Power Take-off & Moorings 

Gravity Anchor 

Construction Site Layout 

ConstructiJn sequ ~nce 

Bus Pipe Transmission 
system 

!Preliminary 
Sketches 

Subjects not covered by Drawings 

Conceptual Outline 
Drawings . Drawings 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No drawing of the converter platform is available, but McAlpine 
schemed and cost2 ·. a converter tower for the Consultants 1978 Report and 
these data were used as a basis. 

No drawing of the transmission system from. the converter platform 
to Perth is availabl e as the Team has assumed this is generic . 

9 



1.2 Stress and Loading Measurements 

The Team has carried rut extensive narrow tank testing at Bristol 
University. This work has been orientated towards studying the energy 
transfer process and the paramcLers that govern it, with the ultimate ob
jective of maximising energy captive and efficiency. The amount of damp
ing has been studied and i ts effect on the moorings. 

A series of model t ests were carried out in the wide tank at 
Edinburgh in May 1979. The test per i od was only two weeks. In the short 
time available the Team concentrated on studying the behaviour of the 
cylinder in a variety of sea states to determine any principal trends and 
to permit the preparation of a comprehensive testing programme. 

Load measurements were taken on the moorings. Three cylinders 
were used with varying aspect ratios (length:diameter) of 2:1, 4:1 and 
6:1. The latter had a specific gravity of 0.8 whilst the other two had 
a gravity of 0.6. 

The data available is summarised in the table below: 

Parts or Element Load Measurement s Stress Measurements 
of Structure Available Available 

Ro:les Yes No 

Cylinder No No 
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1.3 Calculations on Structure 

All the principal structural components have been sized or designed 
within the limits of present knowled ge of the forces involved . A set of cal
culatat.ions were submitt ed separat ly to the Device Team's two main Reports. 

The loading on the cylinder is complex, and the method of analysis 
and de termination of the forces is still evolving. In the circumstances, the 
cylinder has been designed using a relatively simple static approach working 
from the rode forces. 

Part of Structure No Significant Outline Design Design 
Calculations Calculations Calculations 

Cylinder Yes 

Mooring Chain & Fixings Yes 

Gravity Anchor Yes 

Bus Hain Yes 

Converter Tower Yes 

' 

1,4 Moorings and Anchorages 

The data provided by the Device Team may be recorded in the form 
set out below:-

Item I Data Provided 

Configuration Yes 

Tank Tests Yes 

Load Estimates Yes, Based on tank tests . 

Rodes Yes 

Anchorages Yes 

Installation Yes 

Maintenance Yes 

11 



1.5 Performance and Efficiency Data 

Sumnarised below are the data avai lable to the Cqnsultants , This 
is a new device and the column headed "Da ta as available f or 1978 Report" 
1s ther efore not applicable . 

The submerged cylinder is open t o th eoretical investigation as 
well as model tes ting . A theoret ical and practica l appraisal of the de
vic e has been going on at Bristol University for some three years. The 
Team had a limited t esting period of two weeks at the wide tank in Edin
burgh in May 1979. 

Monochromatic efficiency 

P-M.Sea (short crested J 

P-M.Sea (long-crested) 

Variation of efficiency 
with wave direction 

Variation of efficiency 
(theoretical) with 

- tuning 

- submergence 

- diameter 

Plant efficiency 
(single figures only) 

Relationship .of model 
tests to actual device 
behav irur eg. moor 1ng 
arrangement 

New Data 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Moorings 
simulated 

12 

Data as 
Available for 
1978 Report 

Not applicable 

Are data 
related to 
latest devi<;:e 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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1.6 Optimisation 

This section sumrn.arises the extent to which t he Team has optimised 
the size, perfonnance, power take-off and other aspects of the Device. In 
this respect the submerged cylinder is a new device and the Team is fully 
aware -of the possibilities of optimisation. The areas which are particu
larly deserving of attention are the tuning, the power take-off and energy 
transfer techniques and the anchorages. Theoretical appraisal and optimi
sation of device efficiency is possible, and the work carried out to date · 
has given pointers for possible improvements. 

1,7 

Parameter of Device 

Cylinder size 

Cylinder submergence 

Tuning 

Power Take-off 

Transmission system 

Moorings and Anchorages 

Operation ·and Maintenance 

Optimisation Undertaken 

Yes 

In Hand 

In Hand 

I n Hand 

In Hand 

In Hand 

Maintenance has been conside r ed in general te r ms· on ly and the main
tenance period has been taken as 20 years, A di f ferent percentage allowance 
has been allowed for on the major components for maintenanc e costs. It must 
be noted with regard to mai ntenance that although this nas ye t to oe con
sidered in detail, the structural and mechanica l engineering of the design 
has been deliberately kept within the limits of known t echnology, 

Operation of the installation has not been consider ed in any detail 
at this stage. 

.. Operation Maintenance 
Component of Device l 

, Cons idered r Cost ed Considered Costed 

Cylinder No No Yes Yes 

Moorings & Anchorages No No Ye s Yes 

Power Take.,.-off No No Yes Yes 

Transmission No No Yes· Yes 

13 
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1.8 Costing 

This is a new devic e , but notwithstanding this, the Team has pro
duced a canprehensive set of cost data. Thi s data was submitted separately 
to the two bound Reports under a covering letter. All the principal can
ponents have been costed. 

1. 8.1 Cost Build-Up 

The piling rates have been based upon a quotation obtai ned by the 
Team fran Raymond International. A build-up of the cost of providing the 
Construction Facility has been provided . The tow-out of the devices has 
been costed in some detail with reference to the plant and procedures in
volved. The converter platform has been costed with r ef erence to 
McAlpine's submission for the Consultants 1978 Report making due allowance 
for water depth. The unit rates and quantities have been detailed and 
backed up with a detailed make-up and calculations. 

1. 8. 2 Quantity Take-off 

The following table surrmarises the principal quantities given: 

Element of Structure, Estimated From Conceptual From Outline 
Equipment, etc. Drawings Drawings 

Piling Yes 

Cylinder - c oncre te Yes 
- formwork Yes 
- prestressing Yes 
- reinforc ement Yes 

Anchor Chains Yes 

Bus Pipes Yes 

Power Take-Off Yes 

1.8. 3 Unit Cost 

The following table surrnnarises the costing information provided 
by the Team. 

Element of Structure, Build-Up Rates Quoted 
Equipment, plant or of Costs 
Operation 

Piling Yes 

Cylinder - concrete Yes 
-formwork Yes 
-pr es tressing Yes 
- reinf orc ern ent Yes 

Anchor Chains Yes 

Bus Pipes Yes · 

Power Take-Off Yes 
1 11 
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PART 2 CONSULTANTS' APPRAISAL 

2.1 Preamble 

The submerged cylinder coucept was pioneered at Bristol Univer
sity by Dr . Evans. The Submerged Cylinder Wave Energy Device is a develop
ment arising out of this work, and was first prop-osed i n 1975 . Fundamental 
work continued on the device under SRC funding and by 1978 was sufficiently 
advanced to warrant the submission of a proposal to WESC. 

The device is, therefore, relatively new ahd has been funded by 
WESC for less than a year . This year_ commenced in Apri l 1979 and the Team 
has submitted two reports, an Interim Report da ed June 1979 and the Final 
Report dated October 1979 . The basic object o the Interim Report was to 
permit a number of power take-off concepts to be proposed and other pro
blem areas defined. In the Final Report the pre f rred power take~off has 
been developed and the device taken to Reference Design status. These two 
Reports contain the data upon which the Consul t ants are corrnnenting . 

The Team is a combination of mathematicians and civil engineers 
and a large civil engineering contractor. As such, the Team is experienced 
in the _ theoretical, construction and costing di sciplines of wave energy. 

2 . 2 Description of Device 

The reference desi gn consists of a series of concrete cylinders 
12m in diameter and Slm in overall length. These cylinders are moored in 
a single line abreast with their axis horizontal and parallel to the wave 
crests. They are placed at 60m centres in approximately 42m of water. 

The cylinders have a specific gravity of approximately 0.6 and 
are moored to the sea bed by four inclined rodes (45°), one at each corner, 
such that the crown of the cylinder is submerged 3.0m at Still Water Level. 

The submerged cylinder responds to the rotating velocity field 
of the waves and the resulting orbital motion of the cylinder is harnessed 
to 'take-off' the power captured. The cylinder does not rotate about its 
own axis . The power take-off is an integral par of the moorings. 

The power take-off consists of a pair of double acting pumps at 
each corner rode with four hydraulic rams and associated accumulators. The 
pumps are only actively ~otivated by the cylinder on the outward stroke, 
the return action is provided by the rams and accumulators. The pumps dis 
charge high pressure seawater for transmission via a collector main to a 
turbine which serves a number of devices . The turbine is to be mounted on 
a platform connected to the shore by hi gh voltage cables. The Team's 
studies have terminated at the turbine, and although costs have been in
cluded, the onward transmission to Perth has been assumed generic. 

The device is unique in several respects. The capture mechanism 
is neither on the surface nor on the s ea bed, but between th e two. The 
reference frame is the sea bed , wh ich is unusual for a devic e not actually 
sitting on the sea bed. The moorings and power take-off are an integral 
sys tem. The moorings proper are required to be non compliant, the power 
take-off supplies any complian in the system, except for a limiting or 
end stop mechanism. 

- 15 -



2.3 

2.3.1 

Device ·Performance ·and ·Powet 'Potential 

General 

The device concept . a submerged cylinder moving in the rotating 
velocity f ield of the wave is elegant, and has been well explained in the 
reports of the Device Team. 

At various times in considering the problems of providing com
pliance in t he moorings for wave energy devices, the possible attractions 
of taking power from the moorings by means of some active mechanical sys 
tem has been discussed. The idea of driving pumps on the seabed by wires 
attached to bobbing floats was also considered at an early stage for the 
simplicity of this form of power take~ff, 

The attraction of this device is that it combines theoretically 
correct concept · for wave damping .with a potentially simple power take-off 
in a device with a minimum number of components, and these of no great 
complexity. If satis·factory· efficiencies can oe obtained in random seas 
over a suitably wide bandwidth, this device clearly has a potential well 
worth examining in depth, 

2.3.2 Results of ·Tank 'Testing .. 
The extended testing in the narrow tank at Bristol has been 

supplemented by a fairly oroad s·pect·rum of some 33 tests in the wide tank 
at Edinburgh, Thes·e tests nave indicated tfiat the device performs satis
factorily in all sea~conditions tested. Toe performance of the device is 
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a function of a large numoer of independent variables·, including: cylinder 
diameter, length, aspect rat i o, specific gravity , submergence, spring stiff-

1 ness (i, e, device tuning), damping (affects· cylinder orbit) and spacing is 
to be considered, 

I 

An optimum comb i nat i on of parame t ers for re gular waves does not 
appear to oe necess·arily the best for a rni,,;ed s·ea, and there are marked 
differences of efficiency for the same device in long and short crested 

I 
seas. This tends to make the detailed understanding of the device difficul t, , 
and probably- means· that an extensive testing progranune will be needed to 
develop the device to its· performance optimum . From experience with other 
complex devices in the wave eneTgy programme, it has been found that with 
continued testing comes understanding and improved efficiency, Development I of control systems is also a possibility, 

A number of performance features are particularly interesting: 

(a) The cylinder efficiency approximates to theory for 
low amplitude monochromatic waves, 

(b) There is evidence of useful capture beyond the width 
of the device, This was to be expected. The effect 
is not s epar ate l y quant i f ied, 

(c) The ease with which the device canoe tuned oy chan
ging the spring stiffness , wi thout chan ging the size 
of the device , In time this could be v ery important 
if s·ome sort of int elligent control of spring stiff
ness could be evolved, 

(d) There appear s to be l ess fall-off of ef f i ci ency wi th 
wave he i ght in obl i que s eas than in direc t seas; al
though the abs.ol ut e ef f i c i en cy i s less. 
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2.3.3 

(e) It appears that the energy captured tends to a 
self limiting level. This is useful for survival 
and will affect the design of the power take-off. 

(f) The cylinder orbit is affected directly by t he 
damping, i.e. increased damping (power take:·off) 
reduce s orbit diameter. The orb it then depends 
on the wave height . This will affect t he design 
of the power take-off and the absolute power 
captured . 

Further Testing and Optimis·ation 

Full understandin g of the behaviour of the device and i n teraction 
of the various parameters can only come with a comprehensive tes ting pro
gramme, The main areas requiring further inves igat ion are: 

(a) Unde rtaking of the real energy t ransfer system from 
wave t o cylinder with a view to opt i mising the var 
ious parameters involved so that energy cap ture and 

· efficiency may be maximised. 

(b) Due to the possible close spacing o £ t he devices 
(currently 50m cylinder and lOm gap) there is 
some suggestion that the effective gap decreases 
to zero when the inclination of the waves reaches 
40°. This would indicate that the loss of effi
ciency with inclination is to some ext ent offset 
by t h is increase in effectiv length. This coupled 
with nossible energy capture from beyond t he l ength 
of the device ~equires studying to resolve the best 
and most economic spacing, and l ength of the devices. 
In fact the whol e question of cylinder interaction 
in an array requires investigation. 

(c) Much of the testing carried out in the Edinburgh 
t ank was for a cylinder tuned to 8 seconds. There 
is some mis~match between this and the scatter dia
gram , Better tuning to the scatter diagram is re
quired as this will affect the device efficiency . 

(d) The performance of the cylinder and the power take
off are inter~related, In the proto type, the power 
take off provides the damping which governs the 
cylinder orbit, Further , the tuning of the device 
is by mea11s of the "springs'~ of the system which, in 
thi s case~ are hydraulic rams and accumulators which 
interac t with the pumps of the power take off . The 
present system has a motion limiting or "end stop" 
device whicn will also modify efficiency in high 
waves. This whol e probl m needs further investiga
tion, and testing with real simulation of the in
t ended power take off , "springs'·' and "end stop". 
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2.4 

2.4.1 

Discussion of Device Design 

Structural Considerations 

The inherent simplicity of the device is its strength, but 
there are certain aspects whi ch require further consideration. Thes e 
stem mainly from the location of the device below the water, the rela
tively high mooring forces coupled with non-compliant moorings and the 
conversion of the circular motion of the cylinder to linear motion at 
the pumps. The physical characteristics and design prob lems that need 
further comment are as follows: 

(a) The Cylinder - the cylinder is extremely simple and 
robust. There is no plant or mechanical components 
inside and hence it is stiffened with rings and bulk
heads. The only detail that needs consideration is 
the connection between the cylinder and the rodes. 
This may require local thickening of the cylinder 
shell or other stiffening, but with complete freedom 
of structural form inside the cylinder this should 
be no problem. 

The cylinder has been designed on a static basis 
within the limitation of the present predicted forces, 
and then amply sized. Ultimately checks for fatigue 
and dynamic loading will have to ~e carried out when 
the system is more fully developed and the forces on 
the cylinder better defined, but this should prove no 
problem. 

I 
I 
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(b) Rodes and Anchorages - The rodes and anchorages are 
fully discuss ed in Section 2.5. The concept is sim- I 
ple although there are some design problems. The 
anchorages are simple provided the sea bed conditions 
permit the use of tension piles or rock anchors. If I 
gravity anchors are required then on the present pro-
posal these are massive (but their cost has been allowed 
for) and are considerably larger than the cylinder it-

1 self, this obviously needs further development. 

(c) Power Take-off - The power take-off is fully discussed 
in Section 2.4.2. It should be noted that the power 
take-off is part of the moorings and as such must be 
capable of transmitting all the mooring fo~ces, just 
as the rodes and anchorages. The fatigue and other de
sign problems likewise apply. 

(d) Fatigue - The fatigue spectrum for the device is bad 
and particularly broad. This is partly due to the 
fact that the energy captured tends to a self limiting 
level and the system is damped to limit the cylinder 
orbit. This means the stress reversals are at a fairly 
constant and high value in fatigue terms. 

The mooring system includes many fatigue prone details 
(i.e. pins, chains and welds) and is prone to fret and 
stress concentrations. This can be dealt with by re
ducing the number of fatigue prone details and then 
designing the r emaining ones for fatigue. For the 
rodes (presently chains) this may be done with solid 
bars with very high quality end connections ,. thus 
considerably reducing the number of "links ". 
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(e) Pin Desi gn - Pins or articulations are common to 
wave energy devices, only the location, forces 
and degree of movement varies. For this device 
the pin or pins in quest ion are the connections 
between the cylinder/rode, rode / power take-off 
and rode/anchorages. The exact number and loca
tion of these may of course alter. The forces 
involved are of the same order as some other 
devices, but the movement is relatively small . 
This movement (two dimensional in the surge plan~) 
will result in fretting and fatigue and will be 
compounded by movement of the cylinder along the 
line of the device, which mus t occur in a real sea. 

This problem needs f urther investigat ion although 
it is no worse than other articulation problems 
in the wave energy programme . Possible solutions 
may involve some type of rubber or rubber laminat e 
connection or ball joint. 

(f) Cylinder Orbit, Slack Moorings and End Stop - The 
whole ques tion of limiting the cylinder orbit and 
how this is achieved needs further consideration. 
This limiting is necess ary to ameliorate the mach
anical design probl em of the power take-off and to 
make it cost effective. It is imperative that two 
design requirements are met : 

(i) the moorings must not go slack as this 
produces severe shock loads and adversely 
affec ts fa tigue. 

(ii) the deceleration and limiting of the 
cylinder orbit i n severe seas must be as 
gradual a process as possible so as not 
to induce un-neces sar ily high shock loads. 

In th pr sent proposal the orbit is limited in the 
working mode by the damping imposed by the power take
off and finally in severe seas by an "end stop" . This 
produces a maximum working stroke for the pumps of 
3 .0m and a further l.Om shock absorber or "end stop" . 
With this system the mooring wo uld go slack in severe 
seas and this is unacceptable. The Consultants also 
feel that the " end stop" must be removed from the 
system as this compounds the slack mooring problem and 
invites shock loading. Some s tiffening with increasing 
orbit is necessary but the present ultimate "hard s top" 
of the present syst em is not good. 

There is some disagreement between the Team and the 
Consultants on this question of orbi t and slack moor
ings. The Team consider that the increas e in orbit 
with wave he ight will be so limited by the damping 
that the working stroke of 3.0m will only be exceeded 
occasionally. The Team, therefore, consider that the 
moorings will only go slack very occasionally in ex
treme seas (i. e. it is a survival problem) . The Team 
also consider that even when the "end stop" is acti
vated, becaus e the cylinder is decelerating and no
tionally breaking surface (i.e. loosing buoyance), 
th force in the rode will be less than the maximum 
value which o curs when th e cylinder is accelerating. 
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2 .4.2 

The Consultants accept that the present scheme is 
only a first try, and feel that further understanding 

of the system and the complex motion will ultimately 
clarify the situation and resolve these differences. 

Power Take-Off 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Design Limitations - The choice of sub- sea hydraulic transmis sion 

pressure is really controlled by prac tical limits of pipe diameter and I 
jointing techniques. Since losses are proportional to the square of the 

flow rate, it is better to go for minimum Q and the highest reasonable pres

sure H. The Consultants do not think that the type of turbine at the end of 

the pipeline should dictate transmission po licy. In the particular circum- I 
stances they think the Pelton turbine would be the better option. 

The Team refer (Report pg 28) to the hydraulic spring system. 

This should not be confus ed with the hydraulics of the power take-off. 

Power Take-off Hydraulics - The four mooring rodes of each ro

tating cylinder include a pair of double acting sea water pumps delivering 

into a collecting main at 750 p.s~i., equivalent to 527m head. By virtue 

of the present &eometrical spread of the rodes there will be f our flow 

pulsations per wave cycle from the group of eight pumps. The discharge 

rates wil l approximate to a sine wave dist ribution provided the cylinder 

orbit is almost circular. 

It is the Team's intention to group eight devices to a single 

bus main and-to have 13 such groups all toge ther feeding a central power 

conversion plant comprising water turbine (s) and generator(s) on a plat

form structure located offshore in 35-40 metres water depth. 

The Team has chosen both a reasonable working pressure (750 

p.s.i. - 527m) and pipeline flow rates - not exceeding 6m per second. 

Assuming that the complete coastal array of 104 cylinder devices are 

working at rated power and allowing fo r all hydraulic losses in the sys

tem, it should be possible to produce about 200 MW at the central platform. 

It would be necessary to provide a manifo ld to receive the flows 

from the 13 incoming bus mains. This could involve a pressure cylinder of 

about 3.2m diameter and tested to at least 1500 p.s.i. It is felt that 

this is not an ideal design, and thought should be given to two 100 MW 

power units on the platform requiring manifolds of 2.2m diameter. They 

would improve part load efficiency and reduce the risk of complete loss 

of wave energy whenever the power plant is out of service. 

Power Plant - The Cons ultants feel that conversion of all the 
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energy produced by 104 devices in a single 200 MW water turbine generator I 
::~e!~i!~a:~!~:b!:~e !~~~~;~:;:t a~!n~m::.~:e~h~~r~h!

0

:~v~!!i~~~~cre w~~!r!~ing 

at be low 50% rating for much of the year. 

Francis turbines arranged on a vertica l axis as proposed by the 

Team would be suitabl e but in order to avoid cavi tation it would be essen

tial to set the turbine runner at about mean sea leve l so as to minimis e 

suction head. Furthermore, there is the ever present problem of wave I 
fluctuations in the t ailwater level. The Francis turbine has also slightly 

iower efficiency than is available in other designs at low part load. The 

low setting required for a Francis turbine would also great l y complicate 

I 

I the offshore platform structure which would have to be of the enclosed 

caisson desi gn with its attendant marine structural problems . 
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The Consultants are, therefore , of the view that the power 
plant should comprise two 100 MW horizontal axis Pelton turbines each 
with two j ets. The available head is appropriate. By choosing the 
number of jets in s ervice th full load eff iciency can be maintained 
down to about 25% load . Free atmospheric discharge is appropriate and 
access for maintenance greatly improved . 

In designing the plat fo rm structure ~for the power plant, 
space must be allowed for the associated transf ormers, switchgear and 
auxiliary plant including t urbine govenors and also the cooling plant . 
The whole should be within a weather-tight enclosure . 

The Consultants feel that a very significant feature of the 
design is the ability to operate the power plant in synchronism with 
the mainland system by virtue of the r e lativ l y steady pressure and de
livery rate from lOLr devices each wi th 8 double ac ting pumps . As the 
generators are also on a stable platform it wil l be possible to provide 
an alternating current power collection and transmi ss ion system with the 
benefits of higher efficiency and considerably lower cost than applies 
t o the series d. c. method necessary for vari abl spee d floating power 
units . 

A vital design consider·ation f or the whole of the hydraulic 
power generation, transmis sion and platform conversion plant concerns 
the very careful choice of construction materials and the reduction of 
stress levels. High pressure sea water is a di ffi cult medium to work 
with and it is known that und er f atigue stressing t he life of components 
is greatly reduced . The bes t materials and low s t ress levels will be 
essen tial t hroughout. The effect of marine par i c l es in the sea water 
should also be i nvestigated as r egards wear and tear of turbines and of 
suction and discharge valves atings . 

Genera l Commen ts - Amplifying on a connnent i n the Team's own 
Execut ive Surrnnary (October 1979 Report), the Consultants ' would say t hat 
there is considerable scope for improvement of t he imp l ementation of the 
de s ign concept. For sub-sea equ"pmen t, hydrauli c power collection is 
probably the most suitable method. However, the means of subsequent con
version to electrical energy need to be recons idered. There is also scope 
to rationalise the cylinde r mooring rodes and the sea bed foundation ar
rangements . Because of th e nature of its wo rking environmen t, the philo
sophy of using only proven marine component s, or reasonable derivatives 
therefrcm, should be adhered to throughout. 

2.5 

2.5.1 

Moorings 

Introdur.tioG 

This device is uniqt1f: amongs t thos e which are currently be i ng 
assessed in that ~lae moorings form an i nte gral part of the power take-off. 
Whereas mos t d vi ces r equire compliant moorings it is essential i n moder
ate seas a t least, that the cylinder ' s moor ings are as stiff as possible 
so that cylinder moveme nts are transmitted to the power take-off mechanism 
at the anchorage with minimum losses . The cylinder ' s response to wave 
forces i s primar ily governed by the characteristics of th e power take-off 
and it is only pos s ibl e to discuss peak and mean wave forces by referring 
t o these characteristics which , effective ly, have taken th e place of the 
_r ode properties in a conventional mooring . 

2.5. 2 Configuration 

Ea h cylinder is an hored by two rodes at each end. In end 
elevation the rodes ar inclined a t 45° to t he hor i zontal, while in 
front elevation th rodes are in the vertical plane . Each rode comp ris es 
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three large stud link chains arranged in cross-section as in the corners 

1 of an equilateral triangle of 2m side . The centre of the 12m diameter 
cylinder is held approximately 9m be low mean sea water level at a site 
with preferred water depth of approximately 40m and a clearance of approyi
mately lOm has been allowed between adjacent cylinders. Although the wate r I 
depth has been s et at 42m here does not seem to be any reason why this 
could not be increased, 

This configuration may seem rather arbitrary but the 45° rode I 
angle gives the cylinder the same· natural period in surge as in heave 
(as long as the rodes remain taut and the cyli~der does not break surface) 

1 and in this respect it is unique. 

Wide tank tests seem t o indicate that the configuration is in
herently stable due to the an-gle of the rodes, the large positive buoyancy I 
and the very stiff "spring" in the power take-off. The Device Team reports 
that in the tests the cylinder swayed laterally by a total of less than 
its diameter. Unfor tunately, the tests were carried out in deep water, 
equivalent to 144m, and the Team reasons that in 42m of water the lateral 
restraint will be greater and the excursions should not exceed ~2.5m which 
will permit a spacing of only lOm between cylinders. Lateral response of 
the cylinder will not, however, b e solely dep th dependent and the Consul
tants feel that the Team may h ave under est imated the possible lateral ex
cursion. If future tests show that the excursion has indeed been under
estimated, then lateral restraint may be enhanced by the introduction of 
a lateral splay to the rodes but a slight increase·in rode forces should 
also be expected. In any case , it is likely that the 10m spacing may be 
maintained although future tests may show that the cylinder has a capture 
width significantly greater than its own length and a larger spacing may 
be desirable. 

2.5.3 Forces 

As noted by the Device Team, the rodes have two, virtually 
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distinct, functions; to transmit cylinder movements to the power take-off I 
and to hold the device on station in extreme seas. In the former role 
they should be as stiff as possible while in the latter role compliance 
is desirable. No single conventional rode can perform both roles satis-

1 factorily and the Team has opted for an extremely stiff rode and a power 
take-off which incorporates a hydraulic "spring" and a rubber fender to 
cushion shock loads at the end of the pistons 1 travel. 

If · the chain is considered infinitely stiff, the mooring system I 
can be likened to a classical spring damper system. The hydraulic 'spring' 
is rated to give the system a natural period of 8-10 seconds to maximise 
efficiency, and the 'damper' or power t ake-off would ideally have a resis
tance to movement which was velocity dependent but this may not be attain
able in practice. The Device Team has chosen to limit the total travel of 

1 this spring-damper system to 4m, the last one metre of which also activat es 
the addi tional rubber funder. The maximum and minimum rode forces, the 
excursions and accelerations of the cylinder, the ratings of the spring, 

I 

I the damper and the fende r and the permissible travel , are all inextricably 
rel a t ed . The complexity of this interaction should not be underestimated . 

. The Team has produced calculated corner loads in extreme seas, they have 
extrapolated force s from moderate seas, and have some limited data on peak I 
forces in extreme seas. Predic t ed maximum rode forces from these different · 

I 
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sources vary from 1475 T to 2600 T but little confidence can be attached 
to these figures because the effect of stroke limitation has not been in
cluded and very little data on cylinder response in extreme mixed seas 
has been obtained. 

Much experimental work remains to be done to establish probable 
peak loads, and indeed to establish what the probable "worst" sea state 
is for design purposes, for this is also unknown for this and every other 
device. In the interim! the Device Team has adop ted the 2600 T figure 
for the rode design and the anchorages have been designed for 2000 Tons, 
a figure which had previously been agreed with the Consultants' as a first 
estimate. The Device Team suggests that the 2600 Ton load probably arose 
from an extremely steep wave which is unlikely to occur in a real sea and 
they feel that with this poss ibly overestimated l oad the chains may be de 
signed to 70% of proof load. The Consultants r ecognise that thi s peak 
load may be due to an unrealistic wave but , in view of the fact that the 
proposed stroke limitation was not simulated in the model tests, do not 
feel that this figure should be considered as an absolute upper bound. 
Further model tests in extreme seas are required before the many uncer
tainties surround ing the peak loads and t heir affect on the design can be 
resolved. 

It should be noted that peak to peak rather than absolute wave 
forces were recorded. The Team has assumed that the oscillatory wave 
force fluctuates symmetrically about the static buoyance force and that 
the maximum load is equal to the buoy ancy plus half the oscillatory force. 
In general, this approximation will be reasonably accurate but there are 
two additional factors to be onsidered . Firstly, and probably least im
portant, there is the long term drift force which will have the effect of 
raising the mean rode force on one side of the cylinder and lowering it 
on the other. In moderate seas, and while the device is absorbing energy, 
the force will be landward, or positive , but it should be fairly small 
compared to the buoyancy and oscillatory forces . For example, fully 
absorbed regular 4m waves will result in a drift force of about 1 T/m, 
statically equivalent to only 18 T/rode. In larRer seas the drift force 
will depend on the percentage of power absorbed and the relative magnitudes 
of reflected and transmitted waves but, even i f it doubled to say, 36 T/m, 
it is still relatively small, although it will t end to lower the t hreshold 
at which the chains will become slack. The second effect occurs in large 
seas when the chains occasionally go slack. The peak to peak load recorded 
must then refer to the load ranging between zero load and maximum, i.e. the 
peak to peak load becomes the actual absolute corner load, and in this case 
the buoyance plus half oscillatory approxima tion will be an underestimate. 

The mod 1 test data so far supplied to the Consultants indicates 
that the chains would occas ional ly go slack in both regular and P-M seas 
when the wave height and significant wave height respectively exceed about 
7 and 6m. It follows, theref(Dre, that any extrapolation of the curve of 
the approximated maximum rode load beygnd this sea state will result in a 
significant underestimate of the prob ab le forces. 

Slack rodes should be avoided if poss ible as they tend to in
crease peak loads due to snatching and alter the resonance of the svstem. 
In addition, it is widelv believed that the fatigue life of virtually 
every rode material is substantially improv d if the rode is held in ten
sion at all times . Unfortunately, the introduction of a limited stroke 
power take-off is likely to increas the occurrence of slack chains as 
we ll as probably in reasing the ma gnitude of the peak loads . In the model 
tests it is unc rtain whether the slack rods occurr~d because of ex
tremely large exc ursions (gra t er than ~Sm) or whether thy occurred be 
cause the damping was too hi gh. 
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The Team believe that the data supplied to date perhaps over
estimates the occurence of slack moorings but the Consultants feel that 
there is insufficient information at present to support their view (see 
also Section 2.4.1). 

2.5 . 4 Anchorages 

The Device Team has assumed that sea bed conditions off South 
Uist will preclude the use of drag-in anchors which they also consider 
to be unsuitable and very difficult to position accurately and has, there
fore, opted for deadweights, piles or rock anchors. 

The deadweight, or gravity anchors, are rather large because 
they must resist a high buoyance force as well as cyclic wave forces on 
the cylinders and on themselves. Steel and reinforced concrete designs 
have both been proposed and the smaller of the two, the steel structure 
with concrete .ballast , is still approximately 55 x 25 x 10m. These gra
vity anchors would be arranged so that one unit anchored the ends of two 
adjacent cylinders. If these gravity anchors were widened slightly, and 
if the rodes could be angled inwards, then it may be possible to anchor 
a single cylinder to a single anchor . This could greatly simplify in
stallation methods; it might be possible for anchor plus cylinder and 
rodes to be installed in one operation . 

In both gravity anchor designs cellular construction has been 
adopted so that the anchor can be towed to site and then lowered onto 
prepared banks of rubble by controlled loading wit~out the use of large 
crane ships. An adequate fac tor of safety against sliding has been 
adopted as well as a rather low coefficient of friction between the an
chor and the rubble. The Consult ants feel that further development of 
the Team's gr avity anchor des ign may we ll show a significant reduction 
in required weight. Although twin rubble mound foundations have been 
included in the design, it is possible that where such anchors are re
quired, i.e. where the seabed is not suitable for piles, these large 
structures may be sufficiently stable without bed preparation as there 
is a reasonable probability that the seabed will be relatively flat. 

Because of the inherent and unavoidable costs of a large 
gravity anchor, and also because of possible wave interference resulting 
from its large dimensions, the Team's preferred anchorage is a single 
large bored tension pile per rode. By splaying the rodes slightly it 
may have been possible for two rodes to share a single pile but the 
large dimensions of the power take-off unit preclude this. However, 
the pile spacing is such that the zones of influence may interfere and· 
the ultimate capacity of each is reduced. No calculations regarding 
these piled anchorages have been received but the Team has stated the 
assumptions on which the design was based . The problem with this, and 
all piled anchorages in the wave power programme , is that there are in
sufficient dat a on rock characteristics to enable accurate costings to 
be made. This is discussed in more detail in the costing section. 

The relatively shal low preferred water depth for this device 
increases the probability that the seabed will be rock and it is not un
reasonable for the Device Team to adopt tension piles as the main anch
orage for costing purposes. The gravity options, on the other hand, are 
~ot all an atrract ive proposition due to their tremendous bulk, ineffi
ciency and cost. 
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2.5.5 Design Life 

Excluding the power take-off unit, the Consultants agree wi th 
the Device Team's suggestion that the proposed anchorages should require 
virtually no maintenance over the suggested 20-year l i fe apar t from oc
casional inspections. However, the Consultants query the proposed 7-year 
life of the chains in view of the fact that they will not be under tension 
at all times and will be subj ected to a design load of 70% of the proof 
load on occasions. 

2.5.6 Conclusions 

While the cylinder is the. key element in the device, the 
moorings are of crucial importance and the Device Team has accordingly 
studied the moorings in great depth. Nevertheless, the power take-of f / 
mooring/cylinder interattion is extremely complex and much more wide tank 
testing, in extreme seas in particular, i s required before a true appre-· 
ciation of maximum forces and excursions can be gained. The characteristics 
of the prototype power take-off must be established at an early stage to 
permit these characteristics to be simulated accurately in tank tests. With
out accurate simula tion little reliability can be placed on the design of 
the anchorages, rodes and cylinder and the associated costings can on ly be 
considered to be first approximation. 

2.6 Construction Methods 

The Team has considered the construction of the cylinder in con
siderable detail. Two methods have been presented: (A) precast segments 
stressed together , and (B) slipforrned cylinder wi th stee l ribs . The pre
ferred scheme is (A) and that will be discussed here, although (B) is 
equally feasibl e and details "have been pre sented . 

The precas t s egment s would be 3m in length each with a central 
stiffening rib, and in two cases with bulkheads . The ends would be closed 
with end caps and the whole stressed together with epoxy mortar joints be
tween the segments. This seems a perfectly viab le method and the number 
of post tensioned tendons would appear not to be excessive and could be 
accommodated . 

The construction sequence for the segments and the end caps 
has been given in detail . This includes the assembly procedure, special 
plant, assembly j igs and launching equipment necessary. The layout for a 
construction facility sufficient to produce two cylinders per week has 
a lso been given. These s equences appear quite feasible and the plant and 
jigs could all be bought or constructed with no problem. The layout of · 
the facility giv s a good overall view of the intended production sequence. 

Considering the early stage of development bf the device the 
construction detai ls given are more than adequate . The cylinder l ends 
itself to mass production type t echniques and this has been partly ex
plored by the Team but only within the bounds of current civil engineering 
thinking. 

Ap art from the cylinder, the other major construction components 
are the anchorages . Several di fferent types of gravi t y anchor .have been 
considered , using concr e t , steel and rock . Details of t ension pile s and 
ground anchors have also be n given . The preferred scheme is the tension 
piles. 
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The anchorages have been considered in slightly less detail 
than the cylinder but notwithstanding are well detailed and the basic 
principals of the construction methods have been given. Again the schemes 
and proposals are sound, feasi.ble 2.nd .;i thin the bounds of current civil 
engineering practice. 

2 .7 Maintenance 

At this stage of the device development the Team has not con
sidered the mechanics of maintenance in any detail. A cost allowance on 
a percentage basis has been made under the main headings of anchors, an
chor chains, cylinder, tow out and position, pipework, power take-off, 
converter towers and uurbine generators. From this it is apparent that 
the cost centre for maintenance is the power take-off, which on the Team's 
assessment would cost more than all the other items combined. 

From a practical and mechanical point of view the power take-off 
must also be considered a difficult item to maintain. Clearly this is an 
area which will need further work in the future, and the problem of main
tenance will have to be considered at the design stage. 

The other component - with a high maintenance requirement is the 
mooring chains. This is not a high cost centre but could be a practical 
problem. The percentage allowances (200% over 20 years) for the power 
take-off and chains would indicate the equivalent of replacement approxi
mately every seven years, with the systems due for replacement again at 
the end of the assumed 20-year period. 

I 
I 
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The tension piles have been assumed to be maintenance 
is reasonable. The cost of maintenance of all other components 
taken to be of the same order between 10 and 30% over 20 years. 

free, which I 
has been 

The annual maintenance cost derived in this manner by the Team 
was £200,000 per year per cylinder. The Team have assumed a maintenance 
period of 20 years whereas the Consultants normally take a period of 25 
years . 

2.8 Performance and Productivity 

I 
I 
I 

As was the case last year, the Consultants have been responsible 
for the assessment of productivity of the Device. It is, therefore, appro- I 
priate to set out in some detail the manner in which that has been done and 
any differences between the present approach and that adopted last year. 

the total 
a typical 
the Outer 
Cylinder 

The Consultants' assessment of productivity intended to represent I 
electrical power delivered to a 2GW rated station at Perth during 
year from a long string of devices located off the west coast of 

1 Hebrides. A water depth of 50 to 100m was assumed for the Bristol 
Device. 

The procedure for calculating productivity remains essentially 
the same (see Appendix A)~ It should be re-emphasized, however, that the 
upper and lower limits on estimates of the various factors are extremely 
subjective . Some of this year's "most likely" estimates are outside the 
r anges given in l ast year's report. The interpretation given to these 
ranges, therefore, should be the limited one of estimating errors, and the 
full long-term probability distribution about each es timatc. 
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Minor modifications to the productivity calculations are 
listed below toge ther with changes in wave climate and device data. 

2.8.1 Shallow water correction 

In this report the shallow water correction has been made 
by dividing the variance of each frequency component of the recorded 
wave spectra by the appropriate shoaling coeffi cient. The mean annual 
power of the 399 Selected Offshore Spectra modified in this way is 
47.5 kw/m. For details see Appendix A. 

2.8.2 Wave climate data 

Since the last report new wave data have become avai lable for 
the South Uist offshore and i nshore buoys (reference WESC(79)DA89) . The 
new wave recordinP-s made at the offshore buov during the vear ' 77-' 78 
confirm that the '76-'77 South Uist Se lected Sp ctra are representative 
of the climate during a tvpical vear. Fig 8. 1 shows the scatter diagram 
of the selected offshore spectra after modification using shoaling co
efficients. 

The wave spectra recorded at the inshore buov during the vear 
'78-'79 are incomplete as data are missing for two winter months. To 
compensate for this IOS have selected 1259 spectra, for which simultaneous 
recordings were taken at both the inshore and off shore buoys. The annual 
mean power calculated from these selected spectra is 11.31 kw/m for the 
inshore buoy and 31.69 kw/m for the of fshore buoy . To get the mean annual 
power at the inshore buoy for a typical complete year the figure of 11.31 
kw/m has been multiplied by the ratio 47 .5/31.69 = 1.50, which gives a 
mean annual power of 17.0 kw/m. Fig 8.2 shows the scatter diagram of the 
selected inshore spec tra after modification to al low for the shallow water 
effect s. 

The offshore scatter diagram was used in the computer analyses 
to calculate product ivity of d vices located in depths of 50 to 100m. 
For the shallow wat r devices the inshore scatter diagram was used and 
the calculated power delivered to Perth was then multiplied by the factor 
1.50. This procedure of compensating for the missing winter data could 
result in an overestimation of the harness ed power, as the missing winter 
months porbably contain a high proportion of powers too large for the De
vice to capture. 

2 .8 . 3 MET Office computer model 

New data on wave directions and mean annual power levels have 
been derived using the MET Office computer model (reference WESC(79)DA84). 
Values of mean power l eve ls and directionality factors of 4 grid points 
off the west coast of South Uist with associated depths of between 50 and 
100m are shown below: 

Grid point no. Depth (m) Mean power (kw/m) Directionality factor 

30 55 54 0.78 

39 91 52 0.78 

47 91 65 o. 77 

48 55 47 0.82 

The wave power ro se for grid point no . 39 l. s shown in Fig 8.3. 
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2.8.4 Directionality factor 

In this report the directionality factor has been calculated 
using the wave power rose given in Fig 8.3 and has been included in the 
first stage of the computer analysis rather than in the second. This 
approach results in the same annual power chain efficiency as that cal
culated by applying the direction correction factor in the second stage 
but it does produce lower optimum plant ratings. Detail s are shown in 
Appendix A. 

2.8.5 Site correct ion factor 

Fig 8. 4 shows an assumed relationship between mean sea power 
and water depth. This graph is based partly on the wave power recordings 
at the inshore and offshore buoys and partly on the MET Office computer 
model predictions. A site correction fac tor of 1.1 has been used for de
vices located in 50 to lOOm of water; this value corresponds to depth of 
75m in Fig 8.4. For shallow water devices the site correction factor 
was determined by linear interpolation between t he mean powers at the in
shore and offshore buoys . 

2.8.6 Reliability 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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New assessments of failure rates and repair times are currently 
being made by Consultants to TAG 6. Until these results are available, 
reliabil ity factors have been left largely unchanged from last year's re
port. The "high" estimate has been modified to 0. 95 for all devices, 
r epresenting the maximum achievable, although this probably infers cons id
erable costs in plant and cable redundancy, monitoring systems and extensivl 
repair facilities. 

I 
I 

Devices not included in last year's report have been grouped with l 
similar devices from the point of view of accessibility and type of plant. 

2.8.7 Device efficiency data 

The efficiency curves for the device in monochromatic waves is 
shown in Fig 8.5. This information was provided by the Device Team. 

2.8.8 Power chain data 

The power take-off scheme consists of a high pressure plunge 
pump plus turbine, a generator and a transmission system. Efficiehcy 
curves for these components are shown in Fig 8.6. 

2.8.9 Productivity 

The results from the device model tests have been applied to 
a wide range of full size devices using Froude scaling . Fig 8.7 shows 
the results of this exercise. Also plotted is the mean annual capture 
efficiency divided by the volume per unit length of device. 

The effect of varying the plant rating has been analysed to 
establish the optimum plant rating . The results are plotted in Fig 8.8 . 

A breakdown of the factors affecting the productivity of the 
device is shown in Fig 8.9 . Using this information the mean annual power 
delivered to Perth is estimated to be 8.9 kw/m with plant capable of de
livering a maximum of 50 kw/rn. 930 of the devices will be required for 
a 2GW rated power station and the mean annual power produced by such a 
station is estimated to be 0.41 GW. 
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2.9 Discussion of Cost Data 

The cost estimates submitted by the Device Team have been de
tailed, thorough and backed with a detailed make-up. Sub contract pn.ces 
have been sought and the construction and placements of the Device has 
been considered in detail. The basis of the estimate submitted is consis
tent with the rates and prices which currently prevail in the Civil Engin-

' eering Industry. The costs as submitted are given in Table 2.9 . 1, and refer 
to the preferred scheme which involves a precas t cylinder and piled apchor
ages. 

There must be very consider able scope for cost savings on this 
device as almost every aspect of it has very considerable margins 'built
in'. The Consultants feel that even on current costing experience as .much 
as 20% could reasonably be deducted from the Devi ce Team's submission, and 
that further investigations into mass production t echniques should lead to 
further reductions in cost. 

Item 

Anchorages 

Anchor chains 

Precast Cylinder 

Tow and Position 
Cylinder 

Bus Pipes 

Power Take-off 
Units 

Converter towers 

Generators 

Contingency 

TOTAL 

TABLE 2.9 .1 

Cost 

£ 850,000 

148,000 

375,000 

120,000 

1,085 ,000 

1,400,000 

235,000 

105,000 

624,000 

£4,942,000 

Cormnent 

Based on Raymond International Quo
tation which is generous and takes 
little account of plant development 

Reas onable perhaps a little expensive 

Cost based on current Civil Engineer
ing experience - very expensive. 

Again very expensive based on sub
contract quotation. 

The cost of laying the main pipe
work is reasonable but the 'T' 
sect ion costs are extremely expensive 

This is again in line with current 
prototype costs. 

Reasonabl e 

Re asonable 

More than adequate allowance 

These costs are based on a precast concrete cylinder and piled 
anchorag s . The above figures are in the form presented by the Device 
Team, but a further £175,000 has to be added to the cos t of each Device 
to allow for the cost of power transmission from the conver_ter t owers on
wards to Perth . 

2.10 Cost of Power 

The cost of power produced by the wave energy devices investi
gat ed in the Consultants' 1978 Report was pres ented in terms of cost/kw 
mean annual output . While this is a meaningful parame ter in itself, a 
more comprehensive pres entation is in terms of a power cost in pence/kWhr 
in w ich account is tRken of initia l capitRl and maintenance cos ts. 
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The ohje~tive of this section is to present the total costs 
(capital and running costs) for t he Bristol Device as an annual equiva
lent which may then be measured against the return, in terms of mean 
annual power output. 

In Section 2.9 the Consultants have presented the costs of 
a single device as built up by the Device Team, and augmented by figures 
prepared by the Consul tants t o cover the cost of electrical transmission. 
These figures have been used to determine the costs of a 2 GW rated power 
station, including the cost of electrical transmission. 

In Section 2.8 the Consultants have deve loped figures for the 
productivity of a 2 GW rated power station . Thes e figures include the 
number of devices for a 2 GW rated power station and the mean annual out 
put of the 2 GW station to the grid. 

In assessing the cost of power, the Consultants have in the 
first place derived an annual cost of the station. For this, it has been 
assumed that the capital cost of the station would be recovered over a 
period of 25 years, allowing interest at a rate of 5% compound. This 
agrees with the manner in which ETSU perform their own costing calcula
tions and is equivalent to repaying 7 .1% of the capital cost each year. 
In addition to t his , an allowance has been made for the cost of mainten
ance. This has been taken as 3% of the capital cost of the power station, 
unless the Device Team has submitted other more comprehensive figures in 
which case these have been used. The Bristo l Team has submitted mainten
ance figures and these have been used and are equivalent to 3.9% of the 
capital cost. 

The annual cost derived as above is then divided by the number 
of hours i n a year (8760 ' hour s) and t he mean arinual output of the station 
to ob tain the cost of power in pence per kilowatt-hour. 

The cost of power can be worked out as follows: 

Cost of each device 

Number of devices for 2 GW s t at ion 

Hence: 

Cost of devices requi red 

Cost of electrical transmission 

Total Capital Cost 

Annual cost at 7.1% of capital cost 

The Team's annual maintenanc e cost 

Total Annua l Cos t 

Mean annual power 

Cost of Power 
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£ 4,942,000 

930 

£. 4596 M 

£. 163 M 

£ 4757 M 

£. 338 M 

£. 186 M 

£ 524 M 

0.4 1GW 

14. 6 pence /kWhr 
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APPENDIX A 

CONSULTANTS PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSES 

1. SHALLOW WATER CORRECTION 

As the inshore and offshore buoys are located in transitional 

water depths the power associated with each wave is a function of both 

the wave height - period and depth. To take depth into account the 

variance of each frequency component of the recorded spectra has been 

divided by the appropriate shoaling coefficient. The proceedures used 

for both the inshore and offshore spectra are described briefly below: 

a) Offshore Buoy:-

Available data - 399 digital spectra. 

Divide the amplitude of each frequency component of each digital 

spectrum by the shoaling coefficient given by the formula 

[+o .. l. {;1rd/L) " 1 ] 
~ 

K i = 
( I + 4-rrdLL 

y;,.I,. (2,rd /L) 
Where d is the depth at the buoy 

L is the wavelength 2:: 9/~irf 2}-to"'h (2ird/L) 
g is the acceleration due to gravity 

f is the wave frequency 

Vaor;on ct. 5 

,-- i 
~ 

r- · - ,._~ 
r - -- -.. -

I=,.::..: 
r-1--- -
' --r- ..-.. 

' 

' 
(I) 



The significant wave height and energy period are then derived 

for each spectrum using the following formulae: 

where Siis the modified variance 

fi 1.s frequency 

Te.= 

/).f 1.s the frequency increment 

b) Inshore Buoy:-

64 

L SL/f, 
hi 

f s, ,., 

Available data - 1259 pairs of Hs, Te calculated directly from 

the recorded spectra without modification to allow for depth. 

For each pair of Hs, Te values reconstruct the Pierson - Moskowitz 

curve using the formula: 

5 H2/( + s) {- o.&7fO) = 0. 1617; s Te. f a.xp Ttl. ~ t• 
where f is frequency 

and dividethe curve into 64 frequency components. 

The proceedure thereafter is identical to that used for the offshore buoy. 

(II) 
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2. DIRECTIONALITY FACTOR 

Using the wave power rose given in the productivity section 

tvo values of the directionality factor have been determined. 

N 

s 
f((J) iS fht. nlQ.Qn Oht'IIJat poWQ.Y 

c.oMin!J .frot'ln di.-a.c.tiot-. 8 

The directionality factor for a fixed device facing 

the optimum direction is 0.78 and has been determined using 

the formula 
</>-+ lJi j Pia) cos{ ,;-al de 

,-¾ 
A directionality factor of 0.83 has been assumed for 

shallow water devices, as the above wave rose applies strictly 

to water depths of 55 - 100m and some narrowing down of the 

wave rose · in shallow water can be expected due to retraction. 

(III) 



For devices resembling point absorbers and for devices 
which can swing round to face the direction of the waves the energy 
available to them can be greater 

suitable gaps. 

' -"-

providing they are 

' ' ~~J 
' 

-"- - -
WAYE 

DIUC.T IO W 

' 
.. 

l 

separated by 

If we assume a gap equal to 1/3 of the effective working 
face of the device and that the waves all come from the same direction 
at any instant in time,the directionality factor for angles ranging 
from -41° to +41° is unity and the overall directionality for the 
whole wave rose can be shown to be 0.88. The true directionality 
factor will be somewhere between 0.78 and 0.88 since in a real sea 
the waves may come from a variety of directions at any instant 1n 
time . A value of 0.83 has been assumed until further information 
about the directionality of waves is acquired. 

(IV) 
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3. CALCULATION OF SEA EFFICIENCY BASED ON PIERSON-MOSKOWITZ SPECTRA 

Depending on the type of data available, this was done as follows:-

a) From sea efficiency data 

This data is directly applicable provided an appropriate wave spectra 

type was used during testing. The sea efficienty curves are stored by the 

computer program in the form of a sea efficiency scatter diagram, derived 

in the following way:-

Saa Eff ,c:ia"'j 

'r/ii 

5isnif-,~nt 
wava "o.i!l"t 

Hs 

Hs, 
'J 

1-r 
I& • l 
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I 
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• 
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I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
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Ta· l 
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Scotl.e.r di09l"OM af 
sta a.:U i c i U\c. i rz.s 



To determine the efficiency for the sea state Hsj, Tei the program 
finds the position of Tei along the abscissa of the sea efficiency curve 
and then determines the efficiency 1'J ij by linear interpolation between 
the curves for Hsa < Hs j ( Hsb. 

This process is repeated for all the sea boxes. 

b) From monochramatic efficiency data 

Random sea efficiencies are calculated from the monochromatic 
efficiency curve by numerical integration. The procedure is described 
below. 

S; 9"i lie.a ,d: 
W0VI. h.ti.!j~\'~ 

,,1· 

Ta· 
' 

ScoUa.Y di09r-aM 

of Sa.a a:fliciQ.nci£s 

Consider the sea state Hsj, Tei from the above scatter diagram of 
sea efficiencies. This sea state has the same power as a monochromatic 
wave of height H = Hsj 
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A typical monochromatic efficiency curve is shown below 

P11.~iod T 

The program constructs a new monochromatic efficiency curve by 

linear interpolation between the curves for Ha < Hsj /Jf < H1, 
It then constructs the Pierson-Moskowitz curve for the sea state Hsj , 

Tei and divides it into 50 frequency components . 

Let Tn = I / f" 
l"/" is the monochromatic efficiency for the frequency component fn. 
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The sea efficiency for the sea state Hsj, Tei is then derived 

using the formula 
JO 

L ,. S./f. 
n= I 

(VIII) 
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4. CALCULATION OF SEA EFFICIENCY BASED ON DIGITAL SPECTRA 

These are derived in much the same way as the sea efficiencies 
based on P-M spectra, but instead of using the Pierson-Moskowitz 
equivalents of the 399 recorded offshore digital spectra the program 
uses the digital spectra directly. 

The sea efficiencies based on digital spectra are generally less 
than those based on the P-M equivalents. To take this into account 
the estimates of productivity calculated in the first stage of the 
analysis have been multiplied by the ratio of the annual mean captured 
power based on the P-M sea efficiencies divided by the mean annual 
captured power calculated from sea efficiencies based on the digital 
spectra. 

For shallow water devices an assumed digital correction factor 
of 0.95 has been used, as the digital spectra recorded at the inshore 
buoy have not yet been made available to the Consultant. 

(IX) 
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5. CAPTURE EFFICIENCY 

The annual capture efficiency of a device is defined as the mean 

annual captured power divided by the mean annual incident power and is 

derived in the following way. 

no·· 
') 

T1.. 
' 

Wava. c.liWtotL 

scati:t.r dia9v-0M 

In the above wave climate scatter diagram noij represents the 

fractional occurence of the sea state Hsj, Tei. 

The average power available 1n the sea box Hsj, Tei 1s given 

by the expression 

PSLG·· 'J 
and the average incident power 

Pso.o·· cos e ') . 
where cos& is the directionality factor 

?,j 

Ttt· I, 
(X) 

Sca!tu dia.9r0W\ 
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The captured power for the sea state Hsj, Tei is then given 

by 

Pc.ar,i _ PsUl,i . eo~ a . "/ij 

where '7ij is the sea efficiency associated with Hsj, Tei. 

The annual capture efficiency is then given by the ratio of 

the mean captured power over a whole year divided by the mean incident 

power during that year. 

Capture efficiency= 
~ ~ t P=,· . ?,·. fu' ,., ~ 1 

(XI) 
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6. POWER CHAIN EFFICIENCY 

The annual power chain efficiency is defined as the mean annual 

power delivered to Perth divided by the mean captured power. It is 

I 
I 
I 
I 

derived as follows. I 
The average captured power for the sea state Hsj, Tei is given 

by the expression 

Pc.ao . . = Psao .. -,- ') 'J cos e . 7 ,1 
and is assumed to be constant. 

Typical steady state efficiency curves of the power chain components 
are shown below. 

Pcap·· 
'J 

The turbine 

Pt,,,.1:. .. = 
'J 

Ptur~-. 
'J 

/r1put pawa.r- ( o~ '/. of ..-oitul tu,-bir,a.. power) 
/DO)'. 

power for the sea state Hsj, Tei is given by 
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The generator power is given by 

lnf ut powrr { a~ /o ol ,..a fa.cl 1tlhtZ.ra-l:o~ powtr-) 
/00~. 

The power delivered to Perth for the sea state Hsj, Tei is 

P,..,,.11.,.. = P9a."'ii . nTR·· = P3'.a;j . c~a. n;1· . n1u ... ,,GE··. 11 .. :J ., I 'J J l t 'J l' 'J lTtt 'J 

The annual power chain efficiency is then given by the ratio of 
the mean power delivered to Perth over a whole year divided by the 
captured power. 

Power chain fficiency = 

hi j:.I 

P5fl.o
1 
.. n .. 
~ l 'J 

The above calculations are repeated for several values of plant 
rating in order to determine the size of plant which gives the optimum 
mean annual power chain efficiency. 

Two simplifi~ations made in the above analysis could lead to 
an overestimation o 1' the harnessed power. 

These are: 

1) The power associated with each sea state Hsj, Tei 
has been assumed constant and no account of the random 
nature of the sea power has been taken. 
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2) The incident powers are all assumed to arrive at the 

device at an angle c.os·' 0.7i o,. '°' ·' 0.83 

In reality waves will strike the devices at a whole range 

of angles, hence the power plant will have to cope with 

a greater range of incident powers than that suggested 

by the simplified approach. This can only result in 

an overestimation of the mean annual power chain efficiency. 
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7. NUMBER OF DEVICES 

The number of devices required for a 2 GW rated station has 

been calculated as follows:-

,URBINE P----.___c._e_N_E_R_A_~_o_R_:----~-'-R_A_"'_s_M_•_s_s_,o_N __ 

100% /00 'I. 100•1. 

The above diagram shows a typical power take off scheme. The 

curves represent steady state efficiencies for each component plotted 

against input load expressed as a percentage of the rated load. 

For optimum design the generator rating should be equal to 

the turbine rating multiplied by the turbine efficiency at 100% load, 

the transmission rating should be equal to the generator rating multiplied 

by the generator efficiency at full load, and finally the power station 

rating per metre length of device should be equal to the transmission 

rating multiplied by the transmission efficiency at full load. 

As an example let us assume that the optimum plant rating 

(i.e. generator rating) for a 200 m long device is 100 kw/m and that 

the generator and transmission efficiencies at full load are 85% and 

90%. The transmission rating should then be equal to 100 x 85 kw/m 

and the power station rating should be equal to 85 x 0.9 = 76.5 kw/m 

and hence the number of devices required for a 2 GW rated station is 

equal to 2000000/~00 x 76.5)= 130 
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